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ABSTRACT 

The results from Super-Kamiokande on atmospheric neutrinos and solar 
neutrinos are presented. The contained event analysis of atmospheric neu- 
trinos shows a small value of p/e ratio and a large asymmetry in the zenith 
angle distribution. A distortion of zenith angle distribution is observed in 
the upward-through-going muons resulting from atmospheric neutrino in- 
teractions in the rock surrounding the Super-Kamiokande detector. The 
ratio of upward-stopping muons to upward-through-going muons is sig- 
nificantly smaller than the expectation. All those results on atmospheric 
neutrinos give evidence for v0 oscillations. The obtained neutrino oscilla- 
tion parameters are Arr~~=lO~~ - lo-‘eV2 and sin* 28 > 0.8. 

Super-Kamiokande observed about 7000 solar neutrino events over 504 
days of live time. The observed solar neutrino flux is 47% of the expec- 
tation from the standard solar model. No significant day/night difference 
is observed and a solar model independent limit on neutrino oscillation 
parameters is obtained. A comparison of the observed recoil electron spec- 
trum with the expectation exhibits a poor agreement at the 4.8% confidence 
level. 

@  1998 Masayuki Nakahata. 
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3 Atmospheric Neutrinos 3.1 Results of Contained Events 

The contained events are separated into fully-contained (FC) events and partially-contained 
(PC) events. The FC events deposit all of their Cherenkov radiation in the inner detec- 
tor, while PC events have exiting particles which deposit some Cherenkov radiation 
in the outer detector. For the contained event analysis, the neutrino interaction vertex 
is required to be reconstructed within the 22.5 kiloton fiducial volume, defined to be 
> 2 m from the PMT wall. Super-Kamiokande has observed 4353 FC events and 301 
PC events in a 33.0 kiloton-year exposure. The FC contained events are divided into 
sub-GeV (,!& < 1.33 GeV) and multi-GeV (&, > 1.33 GeV) samples. The number 
of Cherenkov rings is counted by an automatic ring counting program and a particle 
identification program is applied for single ring events. Electrons produce diffused 
Cherenkov ring patterns whereas muons make clear Cherenkov rings. The diffuseness 
is evaluated by a likelihood (L) and Fig. 2 shows the L distribution for single ring sub- 
GeV events. Positive and negative L are defined to be p-like and e-like, respectively. 
The figure shows that the p-like and e-like events are clearly separated and the shape of 
the L distribution is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation. The particle iden- 
tification is checked by using muon decay electrons and stopping cosmic ray muons. 
The misidentification probability is estimated to be 0.6% for sub-GeV events and 2% 
for multi-GeV events. The particle identification programs have also been tested using 
beams of electrons and muons incident on a water Cherenkov detector at KEK.i4 

Table 1 summarizes the number of observed events and expectations from the Monte 
Carlo simulation based on the flux calculation by Honda et ~1.~ Details of the data anal- 
yses of sub-GeV and multi-GeV samples are described in Refs. 6 and 7. The R value 
for the sub-GeV sample is obtained to be 

R(sub - GeV) = 0.63 h 0.03 (stat.) h 0.05 (sys.) 

The PC events are classified as p-like events, because a Monte Carlo simulation shows 
that 98% of PC events come from charged current interaction of 9. In the Monte Carlo 
simulation, 88% (96%) of the sub-GeV e-like (p-like) events were v, (v,) charged- 
current interactions and 84% (99%) of the multi-GeV e-like (p-like) events were v, 
(v,) charged-current interactions. The R value for the multi-GeV FC sample and PC 
sample is obtained to be 

R(multi - GeV; FC + PC) = 0.65 * 0.05 (stat.) k 0.08 (sys.). 

The sources of the systematic error of R are uncertainty of the predicted ratio of v& flux 

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced by the interaction of primary cosmic rays in the 
atmosphere. The hadronic showers resulting from the cosmic ray interaction produces 
electron and muon neutrinos through 7r+ + ,LL+ + u,, followed by ,& + e+ + rYfi + u, 
(and their charge conjugates). The ratio (5 Y~/~J of the flux of vti + Y,, to the flux 
of v, -t z& is expected to be about two from the decay chain of K* (it is true for the 
energy below -1 GeV). As the energy increases, the vW/ve ratio increases, because the 
fraction of the muons which reach earth’s surface increases as their energy. The vlL/ue 
ratio is determined by the well-understood decay chain of mesons and the uncertainty 
of the ratio is less than 5% (Refs. 4 and 5), whereas the absolute flux of each neutrino 
has an uncertainty of -25%. Hence, the u,/ue ratio is a robust value to test neutrino 
oscillations. Another way to test neutrino oscillations is the zenith angle of neutrinos. 
The zenith angle distribution is expected to be up/down symmetric for neutrinos above 
1 GeV, where the effects due to the Earth’s magnetic field on primary cosmic rays are 
small. The symmetry is determined by the simple geometry of neutrino production. 

The measurements of the vp/ve ratio are reported as R E (p/e)DATA/(p/e)MC, 

where p and e are the number of muon-like (p-like) and electron-like (e-like) events 
observed in the detector for both data and Monte Carlo simulation. This ratio largely 
cancels experimental and theoretical uncertainties. R = 1 is expected if the physics 
in the Monte Carlo simulation accurately models the data. Measurements of signifi- 
cantly smaller values of R have been reported by Kamiokande,‘~2 IMB,3 and recently by 
Super-Kamiokande. 6,7 Although measurements of R by early iron-calorimeter experi- 
ments, Frejus* and NUSEX,’ were consistent with one, the Soudan-2 iron-calorimeter 
experiment lo has reported observation of a small value of R. 

Super-Kamiokande detects atmospheric neutrinos as (1) contained events, (2) upward- 
through-going muons, and (3) upward-stopping muons. The contained events are neu- 
trino interactions occuring in the fiducial volume of the inner detector. High energy 
atmospheric muon neutrinos interact in the rock surrounding Super-Kamiokande pro- 
duce muons by charged current interactions. They are observed as through-going or 
stopping muons in the detector. AIthough the large number of cosmic ray downward 
going muons limit the observation only to upward-going muons, they cover the angular 
range from nearly horizontal to vertical directions. The following sub-sections describe 
results of each analysis. 
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of 2.8 with 4 d.o.f. (degrees of freedom) for e-like multi-GeV events, corresponding 
to 59% of confidence level (CL), and 30 for h-like multi-GeV events, corresponding 
to 4.9x 10e4% CL. The large x2 value in p-like events comes from the large deficit of 
upward-going events. Up/down asymmetry is defined as A = (U - D)/(U + D) where 
U is the number of upward-going events (-1 < cos 0 < -0.2) and D is the number of 
downward-going events (0.2 < cos 0 < 1). The asymmetry is expected to be near zero 
independent of the flux model for E, > 1 GeV as described above. The momentum de- 
pendence of the asymmetry is shown in Fig. 4. The asymmetry for e-like events is near 

Fig. 4. Momentum dependence of the zenith angle asymmetry of the data (data points) 
and the Monte Carlo simulation (shaded histograms). The dotted histogram shows the 
best fit with neutrino oscillations. 

zero and consistent with the expectation, while the p-like events at higher momentum 
largely deviate from the expectation. The angular correlation between charged leptons 
and incident neutrinos is estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation and it is 15-20” for 
multi-GeV events and -60” for sub-GeV events. Events with E < 0.4 GeV essentially 
do not remember the direction of the incident neutrinos. The main reason why the 
asymmetry of the p-like event approaches to zero at lower energy is due to this effect. 

We have examined the hypotheses of two-flavor neutrino oscillations of vfi tf v, 
and V~ +f v, using a x2 comparison of momentum and angular distributions of the 
data and the Monte Carlo. The contained events are divided into five zenith angle bins 
and seven momentum bins both for e-like events and p-like plus PC events (70 bins in 

total). The x2 is defined as 

x2 = 
e 

COSQ,P 

( ND,~, - Nuc(zn2 26, Am*, ej))* 

where Noato is the measured number of events in each bin. NMc(sin2 28, Am*, ej) 
is the expected number of Monte Carlo events, which is a function of sin2 20, Am*; 
and e3, uj are parameters which are related to the systematic uncertainties. 0 accounts 
for both data statistics and the weighted Monte Carlo statistics. The parameters for 
the systematic errors (and their uncertainties) are: E, spectral index (0.05), sub-GeV 
R (8%), multi-GeV R (12%), relative normalization of PC to FC (8%), L/E” (15%), 
up/down ratio for sub-GeV (2.4%), and multi-GeV (2.7%). The absolute normalization 
of the flux is a free parameter in the analysis. See reference [l l] for more details. The 
best x2 is obtained to be 65 for vI1 H v, and 88 for u,, tt v, oscillations with 67 degrees 
of freedom. Hence, SK data favors vfi +f or oscillations more than v@ tt ve as far as 
two neutrino oscillations are assumed. The best x2 is obtained at Am2 = 2.2 x 1O-3 
eV* and sin2 20 = 1.0 for v,, tf v, oscillations. The best fit zenith angle distribution is 
shown by the dotted histogram in Fig. 3. 

Neutrino oscillations are a function of L/E” as shown in Eq. (l), where L is the neu- 
trino travel path length and E, is the primary energy of neutrinos. Super-Kamiokande 
cannot measure E, on an event by event basis, but it can be estimated statistically. The 
relation between the lepton energy and the neutrino energy was obtained by a Monte 
Carlo simulation and the L/Ey distribution is obtained as Fig. 5. The energy of the 
events is limited to E >0.4 GeV, because events below this energy do not have good 
resolution in L. The dotted histogram in the figure shows the expectation from the 
u,, tf v, oscillations with the best fit oscillation parameters. The L/E” distributions of 
e-like and p-like events agree with the expectation from neutrino oscillations. 

An allowed region of neutrino oscillation parameters is obtained as the thick-black 
curve in Fig. 6 for v& tf v7. The region Am* = 5 x 10m4 - 6 x 10m3 eV2 and 
sin* 28 > 0.83 is allowed with 90% CL. 

The anomalies of the small p/e double ratio and the distortion of the zenith angle 
distribution could be due to up ff v, (sterile neutrinos) oscillations. We test vfi tf v, 
versus vu tf v, oscillations using the ratio of the number of T’ events to e-like events 
(rr’/e ratio). If the anomalies are due to v@ +f v, oscillations, the x0 event rate due 
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to neutral current interactions does not change and the To/e ratio is the same as the 
expectation without neutrino oscillations. On the other hand, if it is due to vfi ++ v, 
oscillations, the To/e ratio should be smaller than the expectation, because Y, does not 
cause a neutral current interaction. The To/e ratio is expected to be -83% of the no- 
mixing expectation, for vP ff v, with the oscillation parameters obtained above. Figure 
7 shows invariant mass distribution for two e-like ring events. A clear signature of rr” 
events are seen around the rr” mass. The events in the mass range of 90-190 MeV/c* 
are selected as rr” candidates. 

The comparison of the rr’/e ratio of data and Monte Carlo gives 

(rO/e)data 210/1231 
- 0.93 It 0.07 (stat.) f 0.19 (sys.) 

~ = 192.5/1049.1 - (n0/e)fdc 

The x0/e double ratio is consistent with vfi tf v,. But, because of the current large 

I 
Preliminary 

1 

Mass,,$MeV/c2) 

Fig. 7. Invariant mass distribution of two e-like ring events. The shaded histogram 
shows the Monte Carlo simulation and the vertical spread of the histogram shows the 
statistical error of the Monte Carlo simulation. The cut region for no events is also 
shown. 

systematic error, we cannot differentiate vfi ts vi and v,, tf v, at present. The main 
source of the systematic error is the uncertainty of the cross section of the neutral cur- 
rent rr” production. Fortunately, we will start the K2K long baseline experiment next 
year. We will construct a one kilo-ton water Cherenkov (lkt) detector at KEK. The lkt 

detector is able to measure the cross section quite precisely. Hence, in the near future 
we can discuss the To/e double ratio with a much smaller systematic error. 

3.2 Upward-Going Muons 

Atmospheric muon neutrinos which interact in the rock surrounding the SK tank pro- 
duce muons by charged current interactions and the resulting muons pass through the 
SK detector. Although downward-going muons are dominated by cosmic-rays, upward- 
going muons are pure samples of atmospheric neutrinos. We analyze two types of 
upward-going muons. One is upward-through-going muons, which have signals of 
muon entrance and exit in the outer detector and pass through the inner detector. The 
path length of the through-going muons is required to be longer than seven meters in 
this analysis. The other type is upward-stopping muons, which is the same as upward- 
through-going muons but they have only entrance signals in the outer detector. Fig- 
ure 8 shows calculated energy distributions of primary atmospheric neutrinos which 
cause upward-through-going or upward-stopping muons. The averaged neutrino energy 
is -100 GeV for upward-through-going muons and -10 GeV for upward-stopping 
muons. We expect a large reduction of flux for near vertical upward-through-going 
muons and small reduction for near horizontal direction with the oscillation parameters 
given by the contained event analysis. On the other hand, the flux of upward-stopping 
muons must be reduced for the entire zenith angle range by neutrino oscillations. 

Super-Kamiokande observed 617 upward-through-going muons for 534 days of 
live time. The observed flux of atmospheric neutrinos is 1.75f0.07(stat.)*O.O9(sys.) 
(x lo-i3/cm2/sec/str). On the other hand, the expected flux is 1.88 f 0.4 (~1O-i~ 
/cm2/sec/str) using the flux calculation by Honda et a1.5 and 2.02 f 0.4 (x lo-r3 
/cm’/sec/str) using Bartol fl~x.~ Neutrino interactions are simulated by using the 
structure function of GRV94DIS’* and the energy loss of muons is based on the calcu- 
lation by Lohmann et al. I3 Because of the -20% error in expected flux calculation, we 
use only the shape of the zenith angle distribution for the neutrino oscillation analysis 
for upward-through-going muons. The zenith angle distribution of the flux is shown 
in Fig. 9 together with the expectation using the Honda flux. The observed flux in the 
near horizontal direction agrees with the expectation, but most of the data points near 
the vertical direction are lower than the expectation. The shape comparison between 
the data and the expectation gives a x2 of 18.3 with 9 d.o.f., corresponding to 3.2% 
CL. By assuming the neutrino oscillations, the best fit of the shape of the zenith angle 
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4 Solar Neutrinos 
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Fig. 10. Zenith angle distribution of the stop/through ratio of the upward going 
muons. The solid histogram shows the expected ratio without neutrino oscillations. The 
dashed histogram shows the expectation for vI1 tf v, oscillations with sin’ 20 = 1.0 
and Am2 = 3 x 10e3 eV2. The expected stop/through ratio has f14% uncertainty. 

tion of the stop/through ratio together with the predictions with and without neutrino 
oscillations. The prediction with neutrino oscillations agrees well with the data within 
the systematic uncertainty (* 14%). The allowed region of neutrino oscillation parame- 
ters obtained by the stop/through ratio is shown by the thin-solid curve in Fig. 6. The 
allowed region overlaps with the one obtained by the contained event analysis. 

3.3 Summary 

The small p/e ratio and the distortion of the zenith angle distribution in contained 
events give evidence for vfi oscillations. The analyses of the zenith angle dependence of 
upward-through-going muons and the stop/through ratio confirm the results obtained 
by the contained event analysis. The obtained neutrino oscillation parameters are Am2 
of 10e3 - 10-‘eV2 and sin* 28 > 0.8. 

Solar neutrinos had been observed by the Homestake experiment,15 Kamiokande,” 
GALLEX,17 and SAGE.” All these experiments observed significantly smaller solar 
neutrino flux than the expectations from standard solar models (SSMS),“-*~ known as 
“the solar neutrino problem.” It is suggested that explaining the results of all four ex- 
periments in the framework of SSM has a difficulty, even if the input parameters of 
the SSM are changed. One possible way to explain all these results is neutrino oscil- 
lations.” Analysis taking into account the MSW mechanism of neutrino oscillations 
suggests neutrino oscillation parameters around Am* N 6 x 10m6 eV* and sin* 28 
N 5 x 10m3 (small mixing angle solution), Am* N 10e5 - 10m4 eV* and sin’28 
N 0.6 (large mixing angle solution), and Am* N 10-l’ eV2 and sin* 26’ N 1 (just- 
so solution).23,24 In order to test neutrino oscillations without relying on solar models, 
quantities which are independent from SSM expectations should be used. Short time 
variations of the solar neutrino flux, such as the day/night difference of the flux, could 
be observed in case of a large mixing angle solution and a part of a small mixing angle 
solution. And a distortion of the neutrino energy spectrum could be observed in case 
of small mixing angle and just-so solutions. Super-Kamiokande is a real-time detector 
and measures ‘B solar neutrinos by neutrino-electron scattering. Super-Kamiokande is 
able to measure precise neutrino flux variation and spectrum of solar neutrinos. 

4.1 Calibration 

The calibration of the detector is quite important for the solar neutrino measurement. 
Especially, absolute energy calibration is essential for the spectrum measurement. In 
order to perform precise calibration of absolute energy scale, energy resolution, and 
angular resolution, an electron linear accelerator (LINAC) was constructed near the 
SK tank.25 An electron beam from the LINAC is transported into the SK tank. The 
LINAC injects monoenergetic electrons with a tunable energy ranging from 5 to 16 
MeV. The absolute energy of the beam is measured by a germanium detector, which 
was in turn calibrated by gamma-ray sources and internal-conversion electrons from a 
‘07Bi source. The uncertainty of the beam energy is less than 20 keV over the energy 
range covered by the LINAC. LINAC data were taken at eight representative positions 
in the Super-Kamiokande inner volume with seven different momenta ranging from 
4.89 to 16.09 MeV. Figure 11 shows energy distributions of the LINAC data taken at a 
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Fig. 13. Angular distributions for a typical LINAC calibration data. The histogram is 
MC, points LILAC. 

brated quite precisely and they are enough for testing flux time variations and the energy 
spectrum of solar neutrinos at the present statistical level. 

4.2 Data Analysis 

SK has obtained 504 live days’ data between 31 May 1996 and 25 March 1998. The 
obtained data were reduced by applying the following cuts?: (1) less than 20 hits 
in the outer detector (i.e., select contained events), (2) less than 1000 photoelectrons, 
corresponds to 110~ 120 MeV, and (3) time to the previous event is more than 20 ps 
(to reject decay electrons from stopping cosmic-ray muons). The event rate after the 
reduction is -57 events/day/kton above 6.5 MeV. The efficiency of the reduction for 
solar neutrino signals is 94.2%. The main source of the background after the reduc- 
tion is muon-induced spallation products. They are rejected by using the time from 
the preceding muon, distance between the vertex of low energy event and the muon 
track, and pulse height of the muon. The spallation cut reduces the event rate to N 12 
events/day&on. The dead time induced by this cut is 20.0%, which gives maximum 
significance, defined to be solar neutrino signal/fiackground. The data was finally 
reduced by removing the gamma-ray background coming from the wall of the detector 
by requiring more than 4.5 m in the length of the backward extrapolated vector from 
the event vertex to the inner detector wall. This cut gives a final event rate of -7.6 
events/day&on with an estimated loss of 7.8% of solar neutrino signal. 

Figure 14 shows the angular distribution of the final events with respect to the di- 
rection of the sun. A clear enhancement of solar neutrino signal is seen in the direction 
of the sun. The solar neutrino signal amounts to 6820?~~~(stat.) events for the 504 
days’ data. Using the expected energy shape of ‘B solar neutrinos, the flux of ‘B solar 
neutrinos is obtained to be [2.44fO.O5(stut.)?~:~~(syst.)] x 106/cm2/s. Major sources 
of the systematic error in the flux are (1) uncertainty in absolute energy scale and res- 
olution (Z$f% error in flux), (2) uncertainty in angular resolution (+2.2%), (3) uncer- 
tainty in the ‘B spectral shape (?$q%). Comparing the obtained flux with the SSM 
predictions, the ratio of flux between the SK data and SSM prediction (data/SSM) is 
0.474'~:~~~(stat.)'~f$(syst.) using the latest SSM by Bahcall et&l9 The obtained ra- 
tio is significantly smaller than unity. The time variation of solar neutrino flux is shown 
in Fig. 15. The curve in the figure shows expected flux variation due to the eccentricity 
of the earth. The absolute flux of the expectation is reduced to 47%. Comparing the 
observed time variation of the flux with the expectation, x2 is 8.78 with 14 degrees of 
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Using the day/night comparison, a solar model independent constraint on neutrino 
oscillation parameters is obtained. The dotted and dashed histograms in Fig. 16 show 
expected flux variations for the examples of the large mixing angle solution (sin* 28 = 
0.56, Am2 = 1.2x 10d5 eV2) and the small mixing angle solution (sin2 20 = 0.01, Am2 
= 6.3 x 10e6 eV2) assuming v, + vII(vT) oscillations. Large variation of the flux during 
night-time is expected for the large mixing angle solution and increase of flux in N5 is 
expected for the small mixing angle solution. A flux independent constraint on neutrino 
oscillation parameters is given by using the following x2: 

x2 = cy x 4~s~ x &(sin’ 28, Am’) 
0% 

where $i is the observed flux, 4~s~ is the flux expected from the SSM, R, (sin’ 20, Am2) 
is the ratio of the event rate with and without neutrino oscillations, ai is the error of ob- 
served flux (statistical errors and systematic errors are added quadratically), and Q is 
a normalization factor of the solar neutrino flux. cy is a free parameter in the x2. The 
region where x2 > 15.09 is excluded with 99% CL as shown in Fig. 17. As a refer- 
ence, the shaded regions show allowed regions of oscillation parameters which were 
obtained by comparing the observed flux by Homestake, GALLEX, SAGE, and SK 
with the corresponding expectations from SSM.” A bottom part of the large mixing 
angle solution and a small part of the small mixing angle solution are excluded by the 
model independent analysis using day/night flux variation. 

4.4 Energy Spectrum Analysis 

The obtained final data sample is sub-divided into 16 energy bins, every 0.5 MeV from 
6.5 to 14.0 MeV and one bin combining energies from 14.0 to 20.0 MeV. The number of 
solar neutrino events in each energy bin is extracted from the data by fitting each angular 
distribution to the sun with a background angular distribution and the expected angular 
distribution of solar neutrino signals. The background angular distribution is obtained 
by mapping the remaining background to the direction of the sun. The uncertainty 
of the flux due to the background angular distribution is estimated to be 0.1%. The 
number of solar neutrino events thus obtained is shown in Fig. 18. The histogram in 
the figure shows the expected spectrum from the SSM, which was calculated using the 
total 8B solar neutrino flux from Ref. 19 (BP98) (5.15x 106/cm2/s), the calculation of 
‘B neutrino spectral shape from Ref. 27, and the electron spectrum of v-e scattering 
from Ref. 28, in which radiative corrections are taken into account. The response of the 
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10 I * .,.*.,1 I llll,.l , 

IO4 1o-3 d IO -’ 1 
sin’28 

Fig. 17. Excluded region of neutrino oscillation parameters using the model indepen- 
dent day/night analysis with 99% CL for v, + v@(~~) oscillations (white region). The 
shaded regions show allowed regions of oscillation parameters obtained by using the 
measured flux of solar neutrino experiments (see text). 
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angular resolution, etc. The sum of uncorrelated errors is estimated to be $% for the 
6.5 to 7.0 MeV energy bin and +1.7% for other energy bins. The sum of correlated and 
uncorrelated systematic errors is shown as outer error bars in Fig. 19. The statistical 
significance of the possible distortion of the energy spectrum is discussed using the 
following x2: 

where &,cor, is the 10 error of the correlated error described above, oi is an la error for 
each energy bin defined as a sum of the statistical error and uncorrelated errors added 
quadratically, and cy is a free parameter which indicates the relative flux of *B solar 
neutrinos. p is a free parameter to constrain the magnitude of the correlated error. The 
minimum x2 is obtained to be 25.1 with 15 d.o.f., which corresponds to 4.8% CL. 

The possible contribution of high energy solar neutrinos from 3He +p-+4He+ef + 
v, (hep) is estimated using the best estimate flux in BP98,2.1 x 103/cm2/s. The expected 
number of hep events during the 504 days’ period is 2.1 for energy above 13.0 MeV, 
corresponding to 1.0% of the observed solar neutrino events. The error of the expected 
hep neutrino flux is not precisely estimated in BP98, but unless the expectation is dras- 
tically wrong, the contribution of the hep neutrino is negligible at the present statistical 
level. 

Preliminary neutrino oscillation analysis is performed using the spectral shape to- 
gether with the day/night difference. x2 for the oscillation analysis is defined to be 

i=16 
x2=CC 

($+j)% - a x &(sin*28, Am*)/(l + 6,,,,,, x p) * + p2 
D,N i=l 0% 

where &(sin220, Am’) is the ratio of electron energy spectrum with and without neu- 
trino oscillations. v, --t vfi(v7) oscillations are assumed here. The minimum x2 is 
obtained to be 38.7 with 31 d.o.f. (16.1 %  CL) at sin’ 20 = 0.93, Am* = 4.2x 10-r’ 
eV*. The best fit energy spectrum is shown by the dotted histogram in Fig. 19. The x2 
calculated by combining day and night spectra is 13.2 with 15 d.o.f. (58% CL). Typical 
small mixing angle and just-so solutions are also shown in Fig. 19, and x2 (day/night 
combined) for them are 23.0 (8.5% CL) and 18.9 (22% CL), respectively. Allowed 
regions of neutrino oscillation parameters are obtained as Fig. 20 with 99% CL. The 
current analysis on the solar neutrino spectrum is not able to give a definite statement 
on neutrino oscillations, because the current statistical significance is not high enough 
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Fig. 20. White regions show allowed regions of neutrino oscillation parameters ob- 
tained by using the spectral shape analysis with 99% CL. The shaded regions show the 
allowed region obtained by the flux comparison between solar neutrino experiments 
and SSM predictions. v, -+ vfi(v7) oscillations are assumed. 
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